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Sally luk

To prepare for my presidency, I read through the whole archive of Tai Post from 2010-2020 on Rotary Club of Tai
Po (RCTP) webpage. This is amazing as it is like a tour guide with snapshots of wonderful memories in RCTP big
family. It allows me to revisit the Past Presidents’ fabulous works and our club’s incredible contributions in both
local community and international service. Thanks to our two Editors PP Claire and PP Peter, this monthly
newsletter marks the 10-year anniversary since Tai Post was reborn in July 2010.

I am truly honoured to become the President of RCTP for the year 2020-2021 and
feel grateful in gaining the support from all the predecessors and members. I will
be proud to continue IPP KF’s commitment to lead the change during this
challenging time of COVID-19 pandemics.

The theme of this year is “Rotary Opens Opportunities”. It is obvious that old ways don’t open new doors. Digital
revolution brings us new ways of connection and helps to support the environment which is the new Rotary area
of focus. So, I would like to take this opportunity to promote the sustainable living style and to go green in our
Rotary Club activities. The mobile digital edition of Tai Post would be available for easy viewing on phones and
tablets and could be read and shared offline. Furthermore, we could opt to subscribe to the digital version of RI
magazine “The Rotarian” (myrotary.org/en/news-media/magazines).

Every action we take every day could open new opportunities
and create positive impact to our community as well as our
ecosystem. Let’s start Green Rotary lives together!

With love,

Sally

Dear Fellow Rotarians:

I love Tai Post ! 

http://www.myrotary.org/en/news-media/magazines
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to a halt. Roads were deserted and the flow of pedestrians dwindled a great
deal. Under home office arrangement, people only ventured out on as need
basis such as to supplement food supply … until recently when office work
and schools gradually resumed. People and queues started to resurface and
life seems to be slowly working its way back to normal…well at least until
the recent ‘third wave’.

A fter months of civil unrest followed by the pandemic, a lot of
activities in Hong Kong and even all over the world grinded

In Rotary, we had put in place a few interim measures like Zoom / Voov meetings.
During last month’s Rotary Connects the World Forum which is the mind-child of
our PDG Kenneth, it actually connects representatives from some 20 countries to a
useful and informative forum broadcasted via YouTube Live. This unlikely feat was
induced (if I may say so) by the onset of the pandemic. On a more local level like our
resumed regular meetings, Danny set up Zoom to enable Henry, who is still ‘locked
down’ in Canada, to join us virtually as we meet, eat and greet in person.

Indeed, a lot of things have assumed changes or took on a new look; well, at least I noticed a few in my immediate
surroundings. There are inevitably shops along Nathan Road which are closed with their frontages stuck with all sorts of

I recall that in the past, the rubbish bins were drawer like and the rubbish could be pulled out
diagonally. It looks like the bins in use were a retrograde move. Now with the plastic bag sort
of new bins in place, workers can be saved from further lifting heavy loads to empty the bins. I
hope this is a change for the better instead of just a temporary measure to address the fact that
a lot of the orange bins had been used as weapons during the civil unrest times and thus
thrown away.

I suppose in times like this, changes are inevitable, whether they be major ones like the
passing of National Security Law, or insignificant ones like replacement of rubbish bins; and
we should all be working positively towards changing for the better. RI President Holger
Knacck is very encouraging when he said it so well in his President’s Message in the July 2020
issue of The Rotarian,

“This does not seem like a time for great optimism, but it has to be. Long before Rotary was founded, the
world dealt with great crisis that tested humankind’s ability to progress and endure. In the age of
Rotary, the world has faced many more catastrophes; however, we have survived, and every step of the
way, Rotary has helped the world heal.

“Every great challenge is an opportunity for renewal and growth. I revealed the theme of ‘Rotary Opens
Opportunities’ at the International Assembly in San Diego just as the COVID-19 crisis was beginning,
but these are words that I have believed for many years.

……

“Now is the time to put everything on the table, test new approaches, and prepare Rotary for the future.”

At the same time, having heard President Sally explain her club plan, I am sure our
youthful and high-spirited president will be leading us ably through the tough times while
opening all sorts of opportunities in service, fellowship, membership growth and
environmental protection. Cheers!

“For Lease” or “For Sale” notices from property agencies. Yes, those are some
unwelcomed changes; but I am not talking about them. Rather, I notice that most
of the orange-colour public rubbish bins along Nathan Road, in particular in the
Mongkok / Yaumatei sections near my office and usual MTR station, have been
replaced by large plastic bags hanging on metal frames. Previously there were
criticisms of the conventional rubbish bins as being user-unfriendly because
workers were made to haul the iron cover weighing over 20 lb. and then to lift the
large plastic bagful of rubbish vertically upwards to empty the rubbish. When
workers are mostly elderly and not every one of them are sturdy, one can imagine
the toils occasioned to them.
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otary’s first-ever virtual convention attracted more than 60,000 registrants and 175,000
viewers during its weeklong program. The robust participation shows that Rotary membersR

The first general session was 20 June. Virtual attendees made
nearly 19,000 chat comments during the 75-minute session,
showing that members used the opportunity to engage and
stay connected with each other. RI President Mark Daniel
Maloney acknowledged that canceling the convention in
Honolulu was a difficult decision but said he was inspired by
how members worldwide have stayed connected, adapted to
their changing circumstances, and helped those in need during
the crisis.

In a reflection of that fact that the environment is increasingly important cause to Rotary’s members, just after the
convention, Rotary announced that it had adopted supporting the environment as one of its areas of focus.

He added that, at the beginning of his term a year ago, Rotary was promoting the importance of increasing our ability to
adapt, one of the goals of Rotary’s strategic plan, known as the Action Plan. “We are putting that plan into action out of
necessity,” Maloney said. “We all have a better understanding of growing Rotary by extending our reach beyond regular
meetings.”

In addition to Maloney, a number of world leaders and partner organizations spoke about how we are all coming together to
help each other through the pandemic. In a video address, United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres said we need
to work together to find solutions to the problems that are weakening our societies.

A panel of global health experts also discussed how the infrastructure that Rotary and its partners use for polio eradication
has helped communities tackle the needs that have emerged from the COVID-19 pandemic. Dr. Christopher Elias, president
of the Global Development Division of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, said the polio eradication effort has incredible
assets, including laboratory testing capabilities, surveillance, and hundreds of thousands of health workers.

“In pretty much every country where the polio eradication initiative is active, which is over 50 countries, those assets have
been dedicated to the COVID-19 response,” Elias said. “The world is benefiting, particularly in the poorest countries where
we’ve been chasing down the last cases of polio; we’re greatly benefitting from the infrastructure that the polio initiative has
built over the last three decades.”

Panelists included Henrietta H. Fore, executive director of UNICEF; Rebecca Martin, director of the Center for Global Health at
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; and Dr. Bruce Aylward, senior adviser to the director-general at the
World Health Organization.

Emmy Award-winning television journalist Alisha Davis introduced a video collage of Rotary members around the world
taking action against COVID-19 in their communities. She also interviewed members on how they’re adapting to meeting
online.

Virtual breakout sessions covered topics like how to engage members online, how to plan events that are better for the
environment, growing Rotary with new club types, using digital trends to engage with millennials, and others.

Entertainment included special performances from Australian pop-opera quartet, ARIA, and Hawaiian ukulele virtuoso, Jake
Shimabukuro.

More than 5,000 people participated in Rotary’s Walking Challenge, with over 800 walkers reaching the 50,000 steps. The top
three participants won a pair of complimentary registrations for the 2021 Rotary International Convention in Taipei, Taiwan.

are finding ways to experience fellowship and fun, key parts of Rotary’s annual international convention, despite the
COVID-19 pandemic that forced the cancellation of the in-person convention planned for Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, this year.

https://convention.rotary.org/en/honolulu/featured-breakouts
https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/cY10rhCS16
https://www.riconvention.org/en/join/vc20/breakout/greening
https://www.riconvention.org/en/join/vc20/breakout/growrotary
https://www.riconvention.org/en/join/vc20/breakout/millenials
https://convention.rotary.org/en/honolulu/featured-breakouts
https://www.aria4.com/
https://jakeshimabukuro.com/
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During our trip to RCMSL in Aug. 2017, we
participated in their district tree planting day
where we planted trees in the urban area near
the road side. The event was well publicized in
their local media.

We had a big delegation to attend the Vienna
Opera Ball-theme of RCMSL’s 26th Induction Jul.
2018 at the grand marble hall of an old Spanish
style building. The venue was decorated with long
tables and long candles just like a state dinner with
everyone dressed up.

2016-17 President William led us to attend
RCMSL’s 24th Installation Dinner in Aug. 2016.

Global Grant project site visit Feb. 2016. We signed
our sister club agreement with RCMSL during this trip.

2006-07 President Ping Leung and three of us PPs
attended RC Alabang’s 20th Anniversary Dinner Jan.
2006 at Alabang Country Club. Standing next to
Peter was Edwin Afzelius who became their District
3830 DG in 2017-18 and his wife Carmen is a
member of RCMSL.

Led by 2014-15 President Natalie, we visited our
Global Grant project site at Tuloy street children
village and had meeting with RCMSL and project
partner from Korea in Apr 2015. This is our first
formal visit to RCMSL before we established sister
club relation and we also attended their regular
dinner meeting.

2015
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Rotary Connects the World Forum
27 June 2020

Henry Wang
He Rotary Connects the World Forum was successfully held on 27 June 2020 in Hong Kong with some 400
Rotarians from 20 countries attending virtually from around the world. The Forum was organised jointly

The theme of the Forum was to discuss the “Global Opportunities Post Covid-19
Looking Into the Crystal Ball of Rotary”. The key areas addressed include as the
world emerges out of the biggest pandemic in our era, in what shape will the post-
pandemic world take? How will our lives be different? What will businesses look
like in the new normal? What roles would Rotary play to accelerate the building of
a more sustainable world?

Convenors of the Forum are PDG Kenneth Wong and PDG H.W. Fung. They and their excellent Organising
Committee organised the Forum in a record time of less than one month. The Moderators for the Forum were
Rotary International President Personal Representative for the 60th District Conference. PDG YK Cheng and Past RI
Director Gordon Mclnally. RC Victoria PE Amy Wong was the excellent MC for the Forum.

At the start of the Forum, PDG YK Cheng gave an introduction about how Rotarians are adapting to the pandemic
globally and the New Norm. There are also new international opportunities for Rotary and rotarians to work on
post Covid. He then invited Nicki Scott and Henry Wang to speak in the first session of the Forum.

T
By D3450 together with Rotary Great Britain & Ireland plus Rotary Australia. The Forum was also a pre-
Conference event to the D3450 District Conference held on 28 June 2020.

The first speaker was Nicki Scott of the Rotary Club of North Cotswolds. She will
serve as a Rotary International Director in RY2021-2023. She served as District
Governor for D6450 in 2014- 15 and also served in various capacities in Rotary
International. She spoke about the new strategic directions that Rotary will
embark on post pandemic & the global opportunities post Covid-19. Covid-19 has
already proven to be an enormous catalyst for accelerated change. Many new

opportunities are opening up as we are better embracing technology. Rotary is connecting the world more than
ever in this new virtual environment. Good examples include the Rotary International Virtual Convention & the
Rotary Connects the World Forum. New opportunities exist now in all of the four strategic priorities of the new
Rotary Action Plan which included Increase our Impact, Expand Our Reach, Enhance Participant Engagement &
Increase our Ability to Adapt. Clubs will become more flexible with a mix of virtual and in person meetings going
forward. New club models will offer greater global networking and fellowship. New Clubs will include Passport
clubs, eClubs and Cause-based clubs. Rotary Leadership development can be significantly enhanced with greater
use of the Learning Centre in person or virtually. Virtual events allow us to reach a much wider audience than
previously achieved due to cost and time factors. The RI Virtual convention had the highest attendance ever by far.
The enhanced use of technology will allow Inter Country Committees, Group Study Exchange & Vocational Training
Teams to be done online. In short Rotary needs to capitalise on this amazing springboard to take a greater leap
forward towards a more vibrant and relevant future. Rotary new call to Action is Let’s Build Back Better.

The second speaker was Rotarian Henry Wang from the Rotary Club of Tai Po
D3450. He is an international author and policy advisor. He is currently a
member of the G20/B20 International Taskforce advising global leaders and
business CEOs on Building Back Better post-Covid-19. He shared key insights
on how to Build better post Covid based on his work with the G20/B20 global
Taskforce plus Advisory Boards of leading Universities & his 5 books. Firstly
overcoming COVID- 19 has incurred great human & economic costs. Experts
have warned that this is not just a temporary hiccup but a wake-up call for
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After the first session with the first two speakers, there were good
discussions with global audience on the new Rotary Club models, how
Rotary can work with G20 and international Organizations; the new Rotary
focus on Environment, plus the strong linkages of End Polio with Covid
vaccinations.

something more important globally. Many global leaders suggest to Build Back Better with sustainable
improvements globally. A good example is the call by UN, WEF and G20 to Build Back Better post Covid. Secondly
we can make major sustainable improvements in build back better globally. Some key improvement areas include
Climate Change, Sponge Cities and Sustainable Developments. There are good examples in Hong Kong such as the
floating solar PV panels on trial in HK reservoirs. Thirdly Rotary can actively contribute to Build Back Better
globally. Rotary has established successful frameworks to End Polio which we can build on to support successful
future Covid vaccinations globally. International cooperations will be key for successful global recovery. New
international cooperation can also be undertaken by Rotary with G20 on the advocacy of various key policy
recommendations to the G20 Global Leaders & B20 Business CEOs on Building Back Better globally.

An interesting GSE video was shown before the second session which was
moderated by Past RI Director Gordon Mclnally.

The third speaker was District Governor Nominee Amanda Wendt of the Rotary Club of
Melbourne. She is also the Vice Chair of RI Communications Committee. She is a Brand
and Engagement Specialist with extensive experience in marketing and
communications. Amanda shared with us new trends in media and communications
plus how these will shape team collaboration and delivery of community service going
forward. Covid19 has forced many brands to take stock of their core business and how
they deliver on their core purposes. Rotary also needs to adapt to remain relevant. In
the future, clubs will need to consider more hybrid models of delivery both on and
offline. The trend towards more authenticity presents an opportunity for Rotary to be
more transparent about the work we do. We are seeing CEOs globally being more
considerate about what message they wish to communicate and Rotary should seize
the same opportunities to improve and better connect with the world.

The fourth speaker was Past President Elvo Sou of the Rotary Club of Macau. He is a
Rotaractor-turned-Rotarian and is a registered psychotherapist in Macau with 20
years of experience in the field. Elvo shared with us the importance of psychological
preparation for the post-pandemic new normal. While maintaining physical health is
the foremost priority during Covid, maintaining mental health has become essential.

WHO has estimated 1 in 4 people are suffering from mental illness, and depression alone is expected to rank
second in term of burden of disease. Disease prevention and treatment is also one of the 6 major areas of focus for
Rotary. Rotary should focus more efforts on mental health as well. In the health industry, tele-health has gone up
exponentially during Covid-19. It is a potential area that Rotary can strategically support in the future.

After the speeches by Amanda and Elvo, there was good discussions with the global
audience on mental health plus how to keep well during Covid with good daily
structures & habits and how to maximise the positive & minimise negatives.

After the two sessions, there was a final panel among the Speakers & Moderators with
the global audience on the new Rotary Club models & the urgent need to engage with
more young people globally; the new Rotary focus on Environment and Climate Change;
and the importance of international collaborations by Rotary working with leading
international organisations, such as WEF, G20, & UN, globally. After the final panel, the
Rotary Connects the World Forum then closed after two hours of live streaming
broadcast to some 20 countries globally.
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District Conference
28 June 2020

K.F. Tam

he 60th District Conference took place on Sunday (28th June). Since there was still the risk of Covid-19 with the
group gathering policy imposed by the Government, this year we only have one day program from 9:00am toT

6:00pm at the Regal Airport Hotel. We had also been advised to take precautions and care when attending the DC
and the House of Friendship.

Before we attended the conference, all delegates and attendees who would attend the DC in person were required to
complete a Health Declaration form and strictly follow the House Rules such as wearing surgical mask…. This was the
first time we had special meeting arrangement for participants to attend in person or on-line with the advanced
meeting technology.

The Organizing Committee led by PP Gabriel had many sleepless nights during the few weeks leading up to the DC
under the difficult pandemic situation so it is glad to know that the Conference finally achieved a great success. RCTP
had a total of 10 delegates attending in person with some attending on-line. There were some distinguished speakers
including the Guest of Honour, The Honourable Jeffrey Lam Kin-fung GBS, JP as well as the Rotary International
President’s Personal Representative (RIPPR) PDG Y. K. Cheng. District Governor Wilson Cheng presented a detailed
district report and jogged us down the memory lane of all the good works that this District had done over the past
Rotary year.
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The Foundation lunch proceeded to recognize amongst others, The EREY, major donors by levels, Paul Harris Society
members and Paul Harris Fellows. It is a pity that this time we did not have the breakout sessions or spouse program
due to the limited time available. In the afternoon there was a full session on New Generation echoing our emphasis
on youth and sustainability.

Usually the Resolution Session of the District Conference was done as a routine but this year, the session was
effectively conducted by PDG Vincent To. The resolution was quickly disposed of without quibble. There was no
debate or even discussion. The resolution on the election method of the future DG was passed. Similarly, the District
Financial Statement for the last Rotary Year which was presented in detail by District Treasurer was adopted without
query.

In the Closing session and the 4th Plenary Session, Conference Chair PP Gabriel Li took a roll call and presented prizes
to the deserving Rotarians. Notably, our PDG Kenneth was presented with the prestigious “Service Above Self”
Award. Afterwards, there was a dialogue with our future District leaders (then) DGE Eric Chak, DGN Keith Chow and
DGND Norman Lee. Finally, (then) DG Wilson Cheng declared the closure of the 60th District Conference at around
6:00 pm.
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Appreciation Dinner
29 June 2020

Claire Mak

Over 45 people (including members, past presidents, spouses, families, friends and Rotaract PP Scarlet)
participated in the meeting. Rtn. Henry who was still in Canada, joined via Zoom. We have not had face-to-face
meeting for a lengthy period of time, so it was a night of old friends filling out the Pavilion at KCC for a good
wrap up dinner get-together.

After a very brief regular report and reminder of upcoming events, K F delved right into the appreciation part. He
started with a recount of how he was rather unintentionally invited to take up club presidency, a post which was
vacated by the resignation of the original president-designate. Once he had accepted the invitation, K F chased
up lost time to learn and experience how to be the club president of Tai Po, one of the Area 6 leaders and one
student of Governor Wilson Cheng all at the same time. All the while, it simply appears to the rest of us members
as if everything fell neatly in place!

T o show his appreciation for all members’ and friends’ support in the past Rotary year, out-going President
K F threw an appreciation dinner on 29 June, the last regular meeting in his presidency year 2019-20.
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After we had enjoyed a few helpings of the sumptuous buffet, KF thanked our Charter President, all past
presidents, members, spouses and families for their support by handing out thoughtful framed caricature
souvenirs one by one to all who were present. We were delighted with the gifts and compared each other’s
picture with a few good laughs. Meanwhile, KF urged us to give continuous support to incoming president Sally
and wished the club the very best.

The evening then proceeded with the inevitable
singing (well, we have a live band! ) followed by even
more singing, cheering and wine glass raising…
enough laughter and toasting to put a joyful full stop
to the Rotary year just past. Thank you out-going
President KF. You have been our dear leader and did
us proud.
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District Installation
12 July 2020

Claire Mak

I n view of the surge of COVID-19 cases, the venue for the 2020 District Installation on 12th July 2020 was
upgraded (as Sally puts it) to the spacious Grand Hall of the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre,

thereby spacing out the tables which seated a maximum of 8 persons each. No doubt this day marks a very
special and memorable one for all incoming and outgoing Presidents and Rotary leaders when face masks were
worn and taken off alternating between the ceremony and meal courses. Further, presidents and Rotarians from
Macao, Mongolia and the PRC were unable to make it this time.

Guest of Honour Jasper Tsang Yok Shing JP spoke on a topic
close to the heart of all Rotarians: Service Above Self, which he
said has particular importance at times like these. The
celebration of achievements of the past year were recounted by
Outgoing Governor Wilson Cheng; whereas Incoming Governor
Eric Chak gave an encouraging speech which paves way to more
and better service ideas for the future. We have had “Rotary
Connects the World” and from now on, “Rotary Opens Opportunities” to make the world a better place. The
important moment arrived as the Governors performed the changeover followed by the Presidents’ changeover.

The evening then proceeded with singing performances by the outgoing team of presidents and the Incoming
Team. Rotary Club of Tai Po filled out 1 table and we thanked K F for being president of the past year and
welcomed on board Sally to be our leader.
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LEADER: 
William Yim Wilson Lam Henry Wang Kenneth Wong Armstrong

Shea Sasha Chu

Peter LamNatalie KwokVikky Tam

LEADER: 
Danny Lau

Louis Tang Sally Luk

LEADER:
KF Tam Masayuki Tsubaki Ronald Chung Sincere YipDennis Lo

LEADER:
Wilson Woo Anthony Hung Claire Mak Frankie Wu C M Yu

Rotary Club of Tai Po - Teams for 2020-21
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REGULAR 

MEETINGS
Maybe it’s the first Face to
Face meeting after the
hiatus induced by the
pandemic, so members,
spouses, Rotaractors and
guests turned out in
numbers.

Speaker for the meeting is Mr. Nick
Chan and he spoke on a very hot
topic “National Security Law” tracing
the history on how it is incepted and
the different perceptions.

The talk generated
questions from PP
Frankie and VP Danny in
addition to a Vote of
Thanks from PP Louis.

Long-time friend Ms. Viola Chow
updated us on the SEN project.

PP Andy Li (right), OC chair of the
District Golf Competition, came to
present the awards to our Golfers.

PP Jacky Sung was lucky to win the
timely raffle prize of rice dumplings given
by PP William and presented by Bebe.
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Outgoing president KF kick-
started the meeting of the new
Rotary Year before handing over
the president sash and the
meeting to Incoming president
Sally.

Sally gave a detailed exposition of her well-thought out club plan.

PP Claire claimed her raffle prize of a
set of L’Occitane shower-gel/body
lotion donated by PP Ron.

Sergeant-at-arms Dennis reported
on attendance and red box
collection.

Sally did the first end-
meeting toasting. Cheers!



Date Time Event Venue

20 July 19:00 Regular Meeting
Topic: Nutrition for Anti-aging
Speaker: Dr. Terry Ting, Ms. Grace Lui 
and Mr. Ivan Mak

Zoom

10 AUG 19:00 Regular Meeting
Topic: 影視‧藝術‧香港
Film & Television ‧Art ‧ Hong Kong  
Speaker: Pako Leung

Fincher Room,
KCC, 10 Cox’s
Road, Jordan

24 AUG 19:00 Assistant Governor’s Visit
Speaker: AG Frank Chan

Fincher Room,
KCC, 10 Cox’s
Road, Jordan
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SASHA CHU

Upcoming

Events

JULY
28th ARMSTRONG SHEA

Perfect Attendance
JUNE 2020

KF TAM,
LOUIS TANG,

HENRY WANG,
KENNETH WONG,

WILSON WOO,
FRANKIE WU,
WILLIAM YIM

RONALD CHUNG,
ANTHONY HUNG,
NATALIE KWOK,

PETER LAM,
DANNY LAU,
SALLY LUK,

CLAIRE MAK,
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